In regards to the

“Name Correction”,
“Judicial Notice
and Proclamation”
The Name Correction and Judicial Notice and Proclamation found on R.V. Bey Publications
website, is sufficient for Public Notice and for the purpose of demonstrating Family Unity. We
have not altered them, nor do we intend to, particularly at this time. To make unnecessary
changes could create controversy and potentially demonstrate unnecessary family division, even
if not intended.
The Star Spangled Banner exist to show the relationship to the 'other citizens', the Modern
Europeans U.S.A. Republic, established at the agreement and authority of the Moorish Nation for
them to operate upon the American Land Estate, of which, that derived and limited authority was
duly adopted by Oath and Affirmation and is scribed in the Organic Law of the Land - “The
American National Constitution of 1791” FOR the United States OF America (U.S.A.). It also
has NOT been altered.
“The Constitution is a written instrument. As such, its meaning does not alter.
That which it meant when it was adopted, it means now.”
S. Carolina v. U.S., 199 U.S. 437, 448 (1905).
“We are bound to interpret the Constitution in the light of the law
as it existed at the time it was adopted.”
Mattox v. U.S., 156 US 237, 243.
“The citizens of all free national governments according to
their national constitution are all of one family bearing one
free national name. Those who fail to recognize the free national name of their constitutional government are classed as
undesirables, and are subject to all inferior names and abuses
and mistreatments that the citizens care to bestow upon
them. And it is a sin for any group of people to violate the
national constitutional laws of a free national government and
cling to the names and the principles that delude to slavery. “
—Excerpt from “Divine Warning FOR the Nations
by Prophet Noble Drew Ali

ACT 6.—With us all members must proclaim
their nationality and we are teaching our people
their nationality and their Divine creed that they may
know that they are a part and parcel of this said government, and know that they are not Negroes, Colored Folks, Black People or Ethiopians, because
these names were given to slaves by slave holders in
1779 and lasted until 1865 during the time of slavery, but this is a new era of time now, and all men
now must proclaim their free national name to be
recognized by the government in which they live and
the nations of the earth,

Yet, if YOU do NOTHING else, Declare it—be Clear. Declaring does NOT necessarily mean to publish.
Proclaiming does. A Proclamation is a LAWFUL NOTICE, it is NOT a Contract between parties, nor is it a request.

